
Overview

The Science of VAB
Is ultrasound VAB worth it? The data says yes.
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Have you ever been surprised by a histological 
diagnosis despite getting what you thought was 
a sufficient sample? 

A main reason many clinicians use Vacuum-Assisted Biopsy 
(VAB) devices in ultrasound-guided breast procedures is 
for larger cores for diagnostic confidence.1 These clinicians 
get the added benefit of improved efficiency from single 
insertion.1 However, the benefits don’t end there. 
 
Mammotome VAB is engineered to improve outcomes 
and the biopsy procedure for you and your patients.1 Learn 
more about The Science of VAB and the clinical evidence to 
support it.

The Science of VAB
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Mammotome VAB devices are engineered to consider challenging breast biopsy cases.

How Tissue Challenges Translate to Mammotome Design Principles

Smaller Non-Palpable Lesions
These lesions can be more difficult to accurately sample, 
especially after the first sample is taken.

Dense Breast Tissue
This can make it difficult to access a lesion in a controlled 
manner, potentially requiring more force or pressure if the 
needle isn’t sharp enough.

Challenging Lesions
Lesion properties can vary, presenting challenging 
sampling scenarios such as small masses, complex 
cysts, and microcalcifications.

Lesions in Challenging Positions
These lesions can be difficult to access and may require 
a different approach.

Breast Biopsy Challenges

Scalpel Blade Needle Tip
The needle tip is designed with an optimized angle and sharpness to reduce force to penetrate in dense breast 
tissue for easier, more controlled access to the lesion.

Related VAB Design Principles: Related VAB Design Principles:

Related VAB Design Principles: Related VAB Design Principles:

Single Insertion Design
Designed to take multiple samples with a single insertion, Mammotome VAB devices ensure that you’re in the same 
spot with each sample you take, eliminating the need to retarget the lesion.

Lateral and Axial Vacuum
The lateral vacuum pulls tissue into the aperture, or trough, holding the tissue as it cuts before axial vacuum
transports tissue to the cup. This allows for large and more consistent tissue samples across lesion types.

Variable Aperture and Adjustable Vacuum
The Mammotome Revolve™ system is designed with multiple aperture size settings and an adjustable vacuum 
level, providing flexibility to adjust sampling based on preference for size, type and location of the lesion.
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Mammotome VAB Design Principles
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Evidence-Based Benefits1 of VAB in U/S-Guided Breast Biopsies: 
Better Outcomes

Larger Samples For More Confidence In Your Diagnosis 
As compared to 14G spring-fired core needle devices

37%

11%

83%

Improvement in sampling accuracy1,2

Reduction in underestimation rate1,2

Reduction in false-negative rate1,3

Core Needle vs VAB Sample Weights10

VAB can help get more tissue with each sample even with similar 
gauge sizes. A case study found that larger tissue samples mean 
more tissue to send for additional pathology testing from the same 
location. Additional pathology testing can lead to a more tailored 
treatment approach.4,5,6 

Touchless tissue retrieval eliminates the need to touch the sample 
each time, decreasing risk of crush artifact and fragmentation.1,4 

Multiple studies show using single insertion VAB devices results in 
less or equivalent pain during and equivalent pain after procedures as 
compared to core needles despite larger gauge sizes (10G to 13G).2,3,7
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The Science of VAB
Clinical Highlights

The Mammotome® Elite Tetherless Vacuum-Assisted Biopsy System has been used and studied by clinicians 
across the world. Three clinical studies assessing its performance compared to 14G spring-fired core needle 
devices are highlighted below, originating from the Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, the Fudan University 
Shanghai Cancer Center and Department of Oncology, and the Lower Silesian Oncology Centre – Regional 
Comprehensive Cancer Centre. These clinical studies find that the 13G and 10G Mammotome® Elite biopsy devices 
accurately sample tissue, improve patient outcomes, and had equivalent or less pain ratings as compared to 14G 
core needle devices.

Author # of Patients Included # of Lesions Biopsied
Seo and Kim, et al, 2017 125 145

Zhang, et al, 2023 1,462 1,462
Szynglarewicz et al, 2011 723 723

Key results of the Mammotome® Elite device as compared to a 14G core needle device

View the full papers:

• Seo and Kim, et al, 2017 >

• Zhang, et al, 2023 >

• Szynglarewicz et al, 2011 >

37%

11%
Improved Sampling Accuracy
• 11% improvement in sampling accuracy1

• Secured samples from desired location with and without calcifications

Reduction in Underestimation Rate
• 83% reduction in underestimation rate1

• Ensured radiologic-pathologic concordance at all times1

Reduction in False Negative Rate
• 37% reduction in false negative rate1

Reduced or Equivalent Patient Pain
• Using single insertion VAB devices results in less or equivalent 

pain during and equivalent pain after procedures as compared to 
core needles despite larger gauge sizes (10G to 13G).1,2,3 

83%
View Document

View The Science of VAB Clinical Highlights 
for additional information

https://www.mammotome.com/assets/product-documents/science-of-vab/the-science-of-vab-clinical-highlights.pdf
https://www.mammotome.com/assets/product-documents/science-of-vab/the-science-of-vab-clinical-highlights.pdf
https://www.mammotome.com/assets/product-documents/science-of-vab/the-science-of-vab-clinical-highlights.pdf
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VAB

Time

Core Needle

Efficiency 
• Single insertion VAB devices remove the need to arm the device, 

spring-fire the needle, remove the needle, handle the tissue, reinsert 
the needle, relocate the lesion, etc. 

• Touchless tissue transfer allows for the transfer of all tissue samples 
to formalin at the same time .

• There is no pumping or manual arming required .

• Fluid management helps control fluids in the lesion cavity .

• The Mammotome® Elite and Mammotome Revolve™ systems have a 
short cycle time of less than nine seconds per sample retrieval.

Example Sampling Steps and Relative Average Cycle Time for 3 Samples9

1: Arm 7: Arm2: Insert 3: Fire/Capture Sample 4: Remove Device 5: Expose Trough 6: Remove Sample 8-9: Reinsert & Retarget

Core Needle

VAB
2: Fire/Capture Sample 4: Remove Device 5: Remove Sample3: Retarget1: Insert

Other Patient Benefits 
• An efficient procedure means less procedure time for you and 

your patient .

• There are no startling snapping noises from the needle throw .

• The single insertion design of Mammotome VAB devices means 
there is no need to repeatedly move the needle in and out of the 
breast.

Evidence-Based Benefits1 of VAB in U/S-Guided Breast Biopsies:
Efficiency and Patient Benefits
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Maximize procedural efficiency with a simple setup
• Remove holster from charging base, click it onto the probe, prime and go
• No hassle with cords, tubes or sliding mechanisms

VAB confidence without cords or tubing to manage
• TruVac™ technology provides 90% of the default vacuum strength of tethered 

VAB 10

• Specimen tissue cup holds up to 5mL of fluid

Offers options for needle gauge sizes
• 10G (standard) and 13G (petite)

Indicated for breast and axillary lymph nodes

No floor space needed, just a small spot on a tabletop for the charging base

Customizable ergonomics with three possible activation buttons to best fit 
the user’s hand 

Integrated coaxial cannula for tissue marking

For complete product details, see Instructions for Use.

System Specific Benefits: 
Mammotome® Elite Tetherless Vacuum-Assisted Biopsy System
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Maximize tissue specimen size 
• Stronger vacuum and larger gauge sizes than the Mammotome® Elite tetherless 

system

• 8G and 10G  options

Customized control 
• Adjustable vacuum settings with dual vacuum technology 
• Variable aperture settings to more closely match the length of the aperture with 

size and location of the lesion 
• Continuous biopsy mode to take samples back-to-back while holding the 

activation button 

Fluid management 
• On-demand vacuum and continuous suction with SteadyVac manages fluid in 

the biopsy cavity

• Enables fluid insertion through the device, including local anesthetic 

Advanced tissue management 
• Automatically collects and organizes specimens in touch-free chambers for 

tissue verification and easy imaging 

Mark the site with a tissue marker without removing the needle

Multi-modality flexibility; compatible with the Mammotome Revolve™ ST 
biopsy system control module

System Specific Benefits: 
Mammotome Revolve™ U/S Dual Vacuum-Assisted Breast Biopsy System

For complete product details, see Instructions for Use.
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